Drive retail transformation and omni-channel brand experiences with a digital workplace and collaboration hub

Retail transformation starts on the inside, with an organization that's laser-focused on customer experience, tightly aligned across all channels, and agile enough to compete in an age of constant disruption. Jive puts you on the fast track. It's a complete platform for building a highly responsive, customer-centric, digitally optimized business. Are you looking to train and equip a high-performance workforce? Deliver consistent omni-channel experiences that bridge physical and virtual channels? Reinvent the store? Topple silos and ensure that everyone in your company is on board with your latest initiatives? Jive can help you meet your biggest retail challenges:

- **Better brand experience**: drive consistent brand values and strategic alignment throughout your company with communications that reach everyone, including deskless workers.
- **Training and talent development**: build a skilled, engaged workforce with faster onboarding, continuous product education and a vibrant culture that fosters enthusiasm, job satisfaction and exceptional customer interactions.
- **Accelerated innovation**: collaborate more effectively; quickly plan and roll out transformation initiatives and programs across geographies.
- **Lower spending**: streamline your processes, end disconnects and duplicated effort, reduce IT support and infrastructure costs.

### Companies using Jive:

- **61%** Increased employee connectivity and alignment
- **30%** Reduction in onboarding time
- **24%** Cut in employee turnover

Actual results from hundreds of Jive's customer organizations, confirmed by independent researchers

### Features and capabilities:

- **Complete digital workplace and collaboration tool**: comprehensive communications, collaboration, company directory, enterprise search and more.
- **Collaboration at every level**: within teams and departments, across functional groups and ecosystems—including partners and contractors.
- **Integrated hub**: connect disparate systems in a unified collaboration experience. Out-of-the-box integrations for Microsoft, Google, Salesforce, etc.
- **Totally mobile**: keep everyone informed and in sync everywhere – even deskless/email-less workers.
- **High-impact corporate communications**: beautiful news page and personalized streams deliver corporate communications in a can't-miss, must-read layout.
- **Answers at your fingertips**: find people, information, content and expertise in seconds with powerful enterprise search.
- **Easy setup, low cost of ownership**: pre-built spaces for employee onboarding, employee support, IT help desk and more. Easy configuration and administration without IT help.
What Jive customers are saying:

**adeo**

“Before Jive, we had 30,000 employees that didn’t have an email... Now everybody can speak, can talk, can connect, and that’s a great thing for us. They use this every day. It’s the main way to communicate and collaborate between stores and the headquarters.”

**KIABI**

“Jive is helping us reinvent communication and collaboration at Kiabi, to drive profound changes in the enterprise and implement new, better ways of working together.”

**THOMSON REUTERS**

“Jive is the place everybody goes to find each other and work with each other, and the place that we communicate to all of our 60,000 employees.”

**MTG**

“Jive is a wonderful broadcast tool. I can reach every employee very quickly, even from my mobile phone.”

**Pearson**

“We’ve been able to align our organization with our new strategy. It’s a complicated strategy and people have been able to grasp it really quickly through the use of the Jive platform.”

**Cisco**

“We collaborate much more, we connect more, we communicate much more frequently, and we’re much more rapid in the way that we do it.”

**Jive Enterprise Collaboration — Mobile, Integrated, Extensible.**

Learn more at [jivesoftware.com/solutions](http://jivesoftware.com/solutions)

**Jive resource kit**

Download this resource kit and learn how organizations like yours are reinventing business – with a connected digital workplace:

[Go to website](http://jivesoftware.com/solutions)